Six Senses Botanique
An easy transfer from São Paulo or Rio de Janeiro, Six Senses Botanique is located at
the confluence of three river valleys in the heart of the Mantiqueira Mountains. These
are known as the “mountains that weep” due to the abundance of springs and rivers.
You’ll enjoy endless sunny days, farm-to-fork cuisine and signature venues including
an Experience Center, Alchemy Bar and Six Senses Spa, which incorporates Brazilian
botanicals and a holistic haven of wellness programming.
Built from indigenous materials such as jacaranda wood, natural stone, and chocolate
slate, there are seven suites in the main building. A further 11 individual villas are
cleverly scattered in the lush hills to guarantee privacy yet every comfort, creating a
place in which to rekindle connections with nature and the world around.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Every detail has been thoughtfully chosen to respect the region’s
topography, native traditions, art and contemporary culture. The
design evokes a sense of “outdoors inside” with uninterrupted
views of Mantiqueira’s valleys and mountains. There are seven
large suites in the main building and 11 villas in the surrounding
hills, protected by gorgeous trees and flowers.
Suite and Villa Features
• Sustainable bathroom amenities
• Hair dryer
• Minibar with snacks and selection of soft and alcoholic drinks
• In-room coffeemaker and tea service
• Six Senses bottled drinking water
• In-room safe
• Yoga mat
• Umbrella
• Laundry and pressing services
• Flat screen television with satellite channels
• Bluetooth speaker
• Wireless Internet connection
• Spacious balconies
Suites
Generously sized suites, ranging from 645 to 750 square feet (60
to 70 square meters), are located in the main building and feature
views of the panoramic valley or mountains.

Villas
Secluded villas, ranging from 1185 to 3765 square feet (110 to
350 square meters), feature a truly unique style of architecture
incorporating immense natural stone, towering walls of glass,
chocolate slate and exposed steel, all framed by enormous
120-year old, reclaimed wooden beams. Each villa has a private
garden, with an outdoor dining terrace, lounge area and
relaxing bathtub.

DINING

SIX SENSES SPA

Soak up an ambiance that blends sun, florae, trees and herbs with
the cool mountain breezes, resulting in the evocative and specific
scents and flavors of authentic Brazil. The menu is modern,
contemporary Brazilian with matching wines, exclusively chosen
from the very finest on offer. The dining room is perched on the
ridge to maximize and its spacious outdoor hillside terrace is
shaded by natural awnings. It is also home to a signature bar.

Our overarching philosophy, Six Senses Integrated Wellness,
provides the best base possible to help you flourish, in tune with
your natural flow. From our pioneering experts, doctors and
practitioners to our unique blend of high-tech science and hightouch therapies. From the food you eat to the way you sleep, the
people you meet and the earth beneath your feet. Wellness is
integrated into your whole Six Senses experience and becomes a
joyful way of life.

Mina Restaurant
Specific scents of authentic Brazil. With ingredients that are
grown in, not flown in, Mina offers modern, contemporary
Brazilian dishes paired with exclusively chosen wines. Just
as the food and wine celebrate Brazil, so does the setting.
Enjoy 180-degree views of the mountains and valleys as the
suspended fireplace warms the dining room with rich wood
floors underfoot.
Wine Cellar
Celebrate a special person, occasion or simply your joie de
vivre over a carefully curated eight-course dining experience
by chef Gabriel Broide, paired with an inspired selection of
prestigious vintage wines. The Wine Cellar is only open for
dinner reservations.
Bar Lounge
Listen to the harmonious chorus of more than 165 bird
species found in the region as you sip on one of our fresh
made cocktails. Choose from fine wines, vintage liqueurs,
and premium cigars for smoking in the garden. Don’t forget
to try our range of living drinks from homemade probiotics
and tonics made from local ingredients alongside the more
traditional beverage menu.

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
As a year round destination, any time is a good time to visit. May
to August, wintertime, is more festive, filled with sunny days
and chilly nights. Autumn is breathtaking as the mountains come
alive with fiery reds and oranges. Spring and summer connects
you to the abundant wildlife and outdoor activities on offer to
get you up close and personal with nature.The resort’s many on
site and off site attractions are diverse and unique. In addition
to fitness programming there are hiking and horse riding trails
for exploring the native forest and observing the exuberance and
beauty all around. At the end of an active day, why not pause to
enjoy a picnic and the beautiful sunset scene in front of you.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
• Pico Agudo: Launch off the summit for an unforgettable
paragliding experience. If you’d like to keep your feet on the
ground, there’s also a viewpoint with a panoramic view.
• Ice cream factory: Let’s start right from the first step, and
how crops are grown and cows are fed in an organic way to
guarantee the best flavor. Milking cows is the next step to
producing ice cream, cream cheese, butter and more. Choosing
your favorite flavor is the hardest step of all!
• Foraging incorporates the essence of flavors from the
surroundings and this is how our Mina Restaurant brings the
Mantiqueira to the table. You can accompany our chef on this
quest and take a stroll through the forest to discover a few
surprises along the way.
• We’re fortunate that we have centuries-old araucaria trees,
and we also replant native species. This means there are 350
different species of birds that call the Mantiqueira region
their home. Put your phones away and instead follow the
bird call, accompanied by our biologist to learn about their
different songs, plumage, colors and habitats.
• The Mantiqueira region is booming with local producers.
Understanding the soil along with basic concepts of
agriculture and permaculture are just the starting point. Enter
the wonderful world of olive oil to understand how olive
trees are planted and harvested, and taste the oils to savor all
the distinct flavors and aromas.

• The Mantiqueira region is well known for its amazing
mountain biking terrain. There are many tracks with
different levels of difficulty. Enjoy a family day out or go for
something more extreme. We can also provide a guide to
cycle with you and show you the hidden gems of trails.
• At the end of a busy day, lie back and relax in our private
cinema room. Get carried away to a different era, space and
time. Our wide selection of titles has been curated by an
expert in Brazilian cinema.
• The late afternoons are made for horseback riding! Breathe
the fresh air, feel the wind and take in the blue sky and rich
greens from the trees. Enjoy a mindful moment as you take
to the trails on one of our beautiful horses and reset your
rhythm to the rhythm of the mountains.
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